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Abstract- 

Power sector plays an essential part in the economic progress 

of a nation and it is important to provide sufficient electricity 

for appropriate growth outcomes. The major drawbacks of 

traditional power grid distribution are centralized power 

generation and long distance low voltage power distribution to 

consumers. In smart grids with distributed generation, power 

transmission will be in both directions, rather than the 

traditional one. Smart grids integrate a variety of renewable 

resources for power generation. Smart grid thus decentralizes 

power generation. Thus, smart grids have network-wide 

distributed energy generation. Indian power sector is 

undergoing a significant change that has redefined the industry 

outlook. Sustained economic growth continues to drive 

electricity demand in India. The Government of India’s focus 

on attaining ‘Power for all’ has accelerated capacity addition 

in the country. At the same time, the competitive intensity is 

increasing at both the market and supply sides (fuel, logistics, 

finances, and manpower). Power sector in developing 

countries in general and India, in particular is deeply linked to 

the opportunities available in the sphere of private investment. 

This paper thoroughly studies the Public Sector, Public-Private 

Sector and Private Sector participation in developing Smart 

Grids in India.  

Keywords: Smart grid, Renewable Energy, Power Sector, 

Smart Grid Development 

 

I. EVOLVING TRENDS OF INDIAN POWER SECTOR 

India can be seen as a country with large geographical span 

with equally complex power network. The current scenario of 

power sector is a result of years devoted on the generation and 

transmission planning as well as the distribution development. 

In India, electricity reforms started with the re-evaluation of 

Electricity Supply Act, 1948 and the Indian Electricity Act, 

1910 which led a way to introduction of the Electricity Act, 

2003 [23]. Though the emphasis has always been there on the 

power sector through government spending and the five year 

plans, the timely implementation of power projects have 

always been a matter of concern as many times it has been 

observed planned targets have hardly been achieved 

[25].However, for the accelerated growth of the economy, 

power should be available at all time with a standard quality 

and at an affordable price in order to achieve this, the 

Electricity Act, 2003 has been brought about to facilitate 

private sector participation. The wholesale model was adopted 

by India in 1999 for the states of Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and 

Andhra Pradesh, where the private investors were given 

permission to generate and distribute the electricity. The need 

of reforms was felt in 1992-93 when the total financial losses 

of the power sector came to Rs. 4,600 crore. In a spam of three 

years, these losses doubled. Till March 2001, combined state 

utility financial losses were estimated to fall at Rs.26,000 

crore[7]The Electricity Act, 2003 envisages competition in 

electricity market, protection of consumer’s interests and 

provision of power for all [1].  

India's electricity generation from 1950 to 1985 was lower 

when compared with the pace with than developed nations the 

scenario changed since 1990; India's electricity generation has 

increased from 179 TW-hr in 1985 to 1,057 TW-hr in 2012. 

Power generation by coal fired plants and non conventional 

renewable energy sources (RES) has mainly contributed to the 

growth in the total electricity generation, whereas the 

contributions made from natural gas, oil and hydro plants has 

decreased in the last five years (2012-2017) [8]. 

The gross utility electricity generation is 1,236 billion kWh 

during the year 2016-17 against the corresponding actual 

generation of 1,168 billion kWh during the year 2015-16 with 

5.81% annual growth. Power Sector in India has grown 

significantly since independence, both in the Installed 

Capacity and Transmission & Distribution (T&D) system. The 

total Power Generating Capacity of the utilities and non 

utilities has increased from a meager 1362 MW in 1947 to 

about 399 GW at the end of March, 2018 [4]. The India Brand 

Equity Foundation (IBEF) [11] a Trust established by the 

Department of Commerce, Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry, Government of India has reported, from April 2000 

to June 2018, the Power Industry has attracted US$ 14.18 

billion in Foreign Direct Investment, accounting for 3.64 per 

cent of total FDI inflows in India.   

Additionally major investments in the Indian power sectors 

have been reported some of which are Renascent Power 

Ventures Private Limited acquired 75.01 per cent stake in 

Prayagraj Power Generation Company Limited for US$ 

854.94 million from November 2018, Kohlberg Kravis 

Roberts & Co acquired Ramky Enviro Engineers Limited for 

US$ 530 million similarly in April, 2018 ReNew Power made 

the largest M&A deal by acquiring Ostro Energy for US$ 

1,668.21 million. A sincere effort is being carried out as the 

Government of India has identified power sector as a key 

sector [21] of focus; so to promote sustained industrial growth 
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initiatives are being added by the Government of India to 

boost the Indian power sector.  

On September 2018, a draft amendment to Electricity Act, 

2003 was introduced which adds separation of content & 

carriage, direct benefit transfer of subsidy, 24*7 Power supply 

is an obligation, penalization on violation of PPA(Power 

Purchase Agreement), setting up Smart and Prepaid Meters 

along with regulations. Ujwal Discoms Assurance Yojana has 

been launched by the Government of India to encourage 

operational and financial turnaround of State-owned Power 

Distribution Companies which aims to reduce Aggregate 

Technical & Commercial losses to 15 per cent by Fiscal Year 

2019. From August 2018, the Ministry of New and Renewable 

Energy has set solar power tariff caps at Rs 2.50 (US$ 0.04) 

and Rs 2.68 (US$ 0.04) unit for developers using domestic and 

imported solar cells and modules. In 2018, the Government of 

India approved National Policy on Biofuels; the expected 

benefits of this policy are health benefits, cleaner environment, 

employment generation, reduced import dependency, 

boost to infrastructural investment in rural areas and an 

addition to farmer’s income [5]. 

The Government of India has released its roadmap to achieve 

175 GW capacities in renewable energy by 2022, where 100 

GW is made target to achieve from solar power and 60 GW 

from wind power. The Union Government of India is 

preparing a 'rent a roof' policy for supporting its target of 

generation of 40 GW of power through solar rooftop projects 

by 2022. So far nine of Indian States have achieved 100 % 

household electrification under Saubhagya Yojna total 16 

states have 100 % household electrification now More than 2 

crore electricity connections released under SaubhagyaYojana 

and 100 per cent village electrification achieved under    

Deendayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana resulting in  Energy 

deficit reduced to almost zero.  India has emerged as net 

exporter of electricity to countries like Nepal, Bangladesh and 

Myanmar 31.68 crore.  LED bulbs has been distributed under 

UJALA scheme and 74.79 lakh LED street lights have been 

installed which has improved India’s rank to 24 in 2018 from 

137 in 2014 on World Bank’s Ease of doing business - 

"Getting Electricity" Ranking [21] 

 

II. DRIVERS FOR SMART GRID DEPLOYMENT IN 

 INDIAN POWER SECTOR 

A reliable, economically competitive and environmentally 

sustainable electricity system is necessity of a progressing 

society, lack of reliable power acts as a major constraint to 

sustained industrial growth, investment and economic 

competitiveness for the country. In India, electricity shortages 

are estimated to cost the country around 7% of GDP whereas 

the electricity generation and electricity supply has grown at 

the rate of 5.3% per year [18]. 

The country suffered energy shortage in the year 2011-12 

where the supply was 858 BU against the demand of 937 BU. 

On 31st July 2012, the Northern, the Eastern and North eastern 

grid collapsed which impacted about 22 states and Union 

territories of India. The factors responsible for the failure of 

electricity grids were attributed to weak inter-regional 

corridors due to multiple power outages that was caused by 

multiple power outages in the Northern grid-Western grid 

corridors as well as the Eastern grid- North eastern grid 

corridors. Another factor was High loading and loss of the 

Bina-Gwalior 400 KVA line that led the Northern grid regions 

and Western grid regions to separate, leaving the Northern 

grid dependent on itself [19]. The power supply position 

remains grim even in the first year of 12th Five year plan 

2012-2017 in spite of massive addition of 55000 MW in the 

11th plan against meager capacity addition of 21000 MW in 

the 10th plan. The Traditional Indian grid is engineered to 

withstand maximum anticipated peak demand across its 

aggregated load but since this peak demand is an infrequent 

occurrence the system becomes inherently inefficient [9]. 

Serious efforts are necessary to overcome energy shortage for 

achieving the potential economic growth of the country [13]. 

The next-generation electricity grid also known as Smart Grid 

is expected to address the major shortcomings of the 

traditional grid [9].  

A smart grid is an electricity network that uses digital and 

other advanced technologies to monitor and manage the 

transport of electricity from all generation sources to meet the 

varying electricity demands to its end-users. Hence a Smart 

grids co-ordinate with the needs and capabilities of all 

generators, grid operators, end-users and electricity market 

stakeholders to coordinate all parts of the system efficiently 

and maximizing system reliability, resilience and stability[13]. 

A Smart Grid Technology is a smart infrastructure system that 

incorporates a network approach which supports two-way flow 

of electricity and information [30]. A Smart Grid can create a 

microgrid topology that supports distributed generation (which 

is cogeneration and small power production by consumers 

[24]. Smart grids hold the potential to significantly change the 

implementation of a broad range of standard utility processes 

such as billing, connection management, peak load 

management, outage management, demand side management, 

power quality management, load forecasting, and integration 

of variable renewable energy. Typically, a Smart Grids hold 

the potential to introduce entirely new processes that will 

require new management protocols, such as dynamic demand 

response, microgrids, electrical energy storage, and electric 

vehicle (EV) integration.  

 

III. NATIONAL SMART GRID PROJECTS BY 

 GOVERNMENT OF INDIA  

High Aggregate Technical and Commercial (AT&C) losses 

attribute to several inefficiencies such as power theft, 

unmetered power supply, improper billing, faulty meters. 

AT&C loss is one of the major concerns in India. Power losses 

are caused due to variety of reasons. Main ones being theft, 

outdated equipment, imbalance between demand and supply.  

A smart grid can minimize power losses as the Smart grid 

solutions are expected to collect power consumption data at 

different points ranging from individual houses, industries to 

commercial establishments, transformers, and other 

infrastructure switching points. This acts as a first step to 

identify location of losses. Once the location is identified, the 

field staff of electricity Board/ private company can visit the 
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location and identify root cause such as theft, equipment fault 

or missing wiring and fix it [14]. Similarly with a developed 

Smart grid the power generation can be planned in a better 

manner thus avoiding waste, For this the Ministry of Power, 

Government of  India, as a part of Reforms  in  the Power 

Sector launched  a  Restructured  Accelerated  Power 

Development  and  Reforms  Program known as (R-

APDRP) under Central sector scheme on July, 2008. The 

focus of the program  was AT&C  loss  reduction,  

establishment  of  reliable  and  automated  sustainable  

systems  for  collection  of  base  line  data,  adoption  of  

information  technology  in  the  areas  of  energy accounting, 

consumer care and strengthening of the Distribution network 

of State Power Utilities. 

The R-ADRP can also be related to beginning of Smart Grid 

Initiative in India because Post R-APDRP is defined as - "the 

scenario in which the IT an Automation Systems envisaged 

under Part-A have been successfully implemented and 

baseline data framework is established; and AT&C losses are 

measured accurately"[29]. Building further on the foundations 

of the R-APDRP program, it is critical to ensure that the 

investments in the systems are leveraged, maintained and 

operated in a sustainable way by the Utilities. This will be the 

ideal point for transformation to smart grids [29].   

About 33 GW renewable capacity addition in 12th plan has 

been envisaged by government of India in its eight Renewable 

Energy rich states viz. Tamil Nadu (7400 MW), Andhra 

Pradesh (4800 MW), Karnataka (4300 MW), Gujarat (4700 

MW), Maharashtra (4100 MW), Rajasthan (5700 MW), 

Himachal Pradesh (1300 MW) and Jammu & Kashmir (500 

mw). In order to facilitate integration of such large scale 

renewable generation capacity in 12th plan, a comprehensive 

transmission plan comprising intra state and interstate 

transmission system strengthening has been identified as a part 

of “Green Energy Corridors” where Intra State Strengthening 

includs transmission system within the host state for 

absorption of power within the state through additional 

transmission system including transmission lines and 

substations. A “Green Energy Corridor –II” report, has also 

been added by  Government of India as its ambitious plan to 

develop 1,00,000 MW Solar capacity by 2022 which carries a  

comprehensive transmission plan to integrate 20,000MW solar 

capacity from 34 Solar Parks in various states, out of 

1,00,000MW total solar capacity. The plan comprises of Inter 

State and intra State Transmission schemes [20]. 

National Smart Grid Mission (NSGM) established Ministry of 

Power, to plan and monitor the implementation of policies and 

program related to Smart Grid activities in India. It is 

responsible for planning, monitoring and implementation of 

policies and programs related to Smart Grid activities. NSGM 

prominent stakeholders are DISCOMS. Regulators, Electrical 

manufactures, Central Electricity Authority etc for Smart Grid 

are associated with Ministry of Power. Other concerned 

Ministries like Ministry of New and Renewable Energy 

(MNRE), Ministry of Urban Development and Ministry of 

Heavy Industry are also associated with NSGM. Under this so 

far, Twelve smart grid demonstration/pilot projects have been 

sanctioned by Ministry of Power with 50% Government of 

India grant which amounts to US$ 29.56 million and 100% 

funding for Smart Grid Knowledge Centre to manage research 

and innovation activities in 2012. In addition, the NSGM aims 

to install 35 million smart meters by 2019 [15] So far, 

following projects have been sanctioned under National Smart 

Grid Mission: 

I. Smart Grid Projects under NSGM- 

1.CED, Chandigarh (Sub Division 5), 2. CED, Chandigarh, 3. 

KSEB, Thiruvananthapuram (Kochi), 4. JBVNL, Jharkhand 

(Ranchi), 5. OPTCL, Odisha (Rourkela) 

II. Smart Grid Pilot Projects sanctioned by Ministry 

of Power under IPDS - 1. APDCL, Assam, 2. CESC, 

Mysore, 3. HPSEB, Himachal Pradesh, 4. PED, Puducherry, 5. 

TSECL, Tripura, 6. TSSPDCL, Telangana, 7. UHBVN, 

Haryana, 8. UGVCL, Gujarat, 9. WBSEDCL, West Bengal, 

10. IIT Kanpur, 11. SGKC, Manesar 

 

 

IV. PUBLIC-PRIVATE SMART GRID PROJECTS IN 

INDIA 

The India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF) is a Public Private 

Partnership initiative developed by Ministry of Power under 

Government of India for accelerated development of smart 

grid technologies in the Indian power sector. Top Priorities of 

ISGF is to advise government on policies and programs for 

promotion of Smart Grids in India, work with national and 

international agencies in standards development and to help 

utilities, regulators and the Industry in technology selection, 

training and capacity building. The ISGF works in 

collaboration with Indian government institutions such as 

CEA, CPRI, CERC, NSGM and NCIIPC; ministries such as 

MNRE, DoT, MoUD, MoHI etc and other stakeholders like 

state governments, electric utilities and electricity regulatory 

commissions. With 170+ members comprising of ministries, 

utilities, technology providers, academia and research, ISGF 

has evolve as a Think-Tank of global repute on Smart Grids 

and Smart Cities [12]. 

The Indian Smart Grid Forum has 8 working groups focused 

on different aspects of smart grid such as: WG1: Grid 

Modernization & Smart Cities; WG2: IoT, Smart Metering, AI 

& Analytics; WG3: Digital Architecture and Cyber Security; 

WG4: Policy, Regulations and Business Models; WG5: 

Renewables and Microgrids; WG6: Flexibility & Electric 

Mobility; WG7: Smart Gas; WG8: Smart Water. It has 44 

Electricity Utilities ranging from Public –Private run utilities 

[15] [28] like Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited, Andhra 

Pradesh Southern Power Distribution Company Limited, 

Bangalore Electricity Supply Company Ltd., CESC 

Kolkata,Tata Power Delhi Distribution Ltd, Uttarkhand Power 

Corporation Ltd etc. some discussed below: 

Adani Electricity Mumbai Limited- It is a 100% subsidiary 

of Adani Transmission Ltd formed post acquisition of 

Reliance Infrastructure Limited's integrated Generation, 

Transmission and Distribution utilities powering Mumbai city. 
Its distribution network spans over 400 Sq. kms catering to the 

electricity needs of over 2.9 million customers today. The area 

in Suburban Mumbai served by AEML is from Bandra to 

http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/CED,%20Chandigarh%20(Sub%20Division%205)
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/CED,%20Chandigarh%20(Complete%20City%20excluding%20Sub%20Div%205)
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/KSEB,%20Thiruvananthapuram%20(Kochi)
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/JBVNL,%20Jharkhand%20(Ranchi)
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/JBVNL,%20Jharkhand%20(Ranchi)
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/OPTCL,%20Odisha%20(Rourkela)
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/APDCL,%20Assam
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/CESC,%20Mysore
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/CESC,%20Mysore
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/HPSEB,%20Himachal%20Pradesh
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/PED,%20Puducherry
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/TSECL,%20Tripura
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/TSSPDCL,%20Telangana
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/UHBVN,%20Haryana
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/UHBVN,%20Haryana
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/UGVCL,%20Gujarat
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/WBSEDCL,%20West%20Bengal
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/IIT%20Kanpur
http://www.nsgm.gov.in/sg-projects/SGKC,%20Manesar
http://www.adanitransmission.com/
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Bhayander on the western side, and Sion to Mankhurd on the 

eastern Side [20]. 

CESC Kolkata Smart Grid Initiative- CESC Ltd entered 

into a pact with US-based Silver Spring for exploring business 

opportunities in India in the smart grid space. "A 

Memorandum of Understanding has been executed on 

December 2, 2015 with Silver Spring, a US-based Company 

and a market leader in Smart Grid space across the globe, for 

exploring business opportunities in India in the same space”. 

In its smart grid project, the power company is deploying and 

making use of Silver Spring Networks technologies in 

Kolkata. The technologies include the solution firm’s 

‘Starfish’, IPv6 public cloud IoT network and data analytics 

platform ‘Operations Optimiser’. CESC is using the Starfish 

solution to manage and operate its advanced metering 

infrastructure and distribution automation applications. With 

the Operations Optimiser data analytics solution, CESC is able 

to access real time status of grid infrastructure to improve grid 

reliability as well as reduce transmission and distribution 

losses [6]. 

North Delhi Power Limited Smart Grid- NDPL is a joint 

venture between Tata Power Company and the Government of 

Delhi, India. NDPL has to its credit several firsts which 

includes SCADA controlled grid stations, automatic meter 

infrastructure; GSM based street lighting system, geographic 

information system platform with fault management system. 

To ensure complete transparency, the company started an 

online portal for information’s regarding billing and payment 

to its customer base. NDPL has joined hands with IBM to 

become a member of a global Intelligent Utility Network 

(IUN) coalition convened by IBM. NDPL also becomes the 

first Indian utility to join the IUN Coalition which includes 

utilities in North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific regions - 

all working together to accelerate the development of common 

standards, technology solutions and processes for intelligent 

smart gird networks [16].  

BESCOM Smart Grid Venture- BESCOM covers an area of 

41,092 Sq. Km. with a population of over 16.8 million; it is 

responsible for power distribution in eight districts of 

Karnataka [3]. To curd down the eighty six hour per year. 

BESCOM plans to reduce the outage by 80 percent, ensuring 

that any interruption does not last for more than three minutes 

[10].  

UPPCL Smart Grid Venture-The UPPCL aims to install 

smart meters these smart meters will be installed in a phased 

manner. UPPCL has roped in Energy Efficiency Service 

Limited (EESL) for the installation of smart meters due to 

their expertise in low cost bulk procurement and working as 

demand aggregators. EESL will make upfront capital 

investment and recover it in long-term out of the gains of the 

project on OPEX basis. UPPCL has selected meter suppliers 

and system integrators through international competitive 

bidding. L&T has been selected as the system integrator, while 

Genus, ITI, Zen and Koenics Meter have been chosen for 

supply of meters. Moreover, HCL and Fluent Grid have been 

selected as the billing system implementing agencies. UPPCL 

is targeting 4 million consumers across five distribution 

companies (DISCOMs) [27]. 

V. PRIVATE SECTORS INVOLVED IN SMART GRID 

DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA 

The various Smart Grid Manufacturing/ Service Companies 

are as follow: 

ABB has strong Smart Grid focus and has been actively 

collaborating with utilities from US, UK, Europe, China, and 

India. First Smart Grid project in India is in Karnataka 

covering entire state electricity network of generation, 

transmission & distribution. First SCADA project 

implementation in India with MFTDMA VSAT 

Communication, connected to 867 locations across Karnataka 

through INSAT 3A with communication bandwidth of 11.5 

MHz and another 450 locations added subsequently. The 

project also includes SCADA/EMS/DMS/ Energy Billing, 

Energy Auditing & ABT Meter Interface, designed to be the 

largest EMS & DMS data handling SCADA project in the 

world [6].  

Cyan Holding PlC is a smart energy solution provider. Cyan 

has shown continuous presence in the Indian market and has 

been successful in getting orders worth $1m along with a 

number of pilots with specific utilities around the country 

including the PGCIL pilot project in Puducherry. Latest of 

these has been the implementation of a pilot for a North-Indian 

utility with one of its meter manufacturing partners [31]. 

Ecolibrium Energy is India’s first Smart Grid startup 

company focusing on Demand - Response segment. Incubated 

by Center for Innovation, Incubation, and Entrepreneurship 

(CIIE) at Indian Institute of Management, Ahmadabad (IIMA) 

and supported by Ministry of New and Renewable Energy 

(MNRE), under Renewable Energy Search program. The 

company is rolling out its first pilot project in Gandhinagar, 

the capital of Gujarat. The company also focuses on other 

renewable areas like Bio-fuels and Carbon Advisory Services 

[31]. 

Accenture, IT consulting firm, Accenture is at the fore-front 

of the Smart Grid transformation. In a consultative capacity it 

has been observed it is collaborating with organization like 

World Economic Forum (WEF), Governments, and utility 

companies to develop road map for Smart Grid evolution. The 

company offers products, consulting and technology services 

in AMI, Intelligent Network Data Management, Home Area 

Network, Distributed Energy Integration, Demand Response, 

and network application and architecture for technologies like 

plug-in Electric Vehicle [6]. 

CapGemini a consulting services company it is collaborating 

with utilities in US and Europe for their Smart Grid projects to 

gain valuable knowledge and experience. It has recently 

launched Smart Energy Services, a new global service line that 

will provide full spectrum of smart metering, smart grid, smart 

home solutions, and smart analytics to utilities across the 

globe [27]. 

CISCO, is the largest supplier of communications products in 

the world. With its strong networking products portfolio and 

its deep expertise in IP based products, the company’s smart 

grid vision is to be provider of intelligent, transparent 

communication between the power producers, the transmission 

substation, the distribution substation, the residential complex, 
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and the commercial buildings. It recently launched Smart Grid 

products Connected Grid Router (CGR 2010) and Connected 

Grid Switch (CGS 2520). It has strong presence in emerging 

country like India, China, and Brazil[27]. 

e-Meter is a leading Meter Data Management System 

(MDMS) provider company. [26]. Through its leading product 

EnergyIP, which is open, scalable, and an extensible software 

platform it is providing an important linkage between 

AMR/AMI and other utility systems like Billing, Outage 

management systems, Customer portal, Deployment planning, 

and Asset management. It has partnered with companies like 

IBM, Accenture, Siemens, Trilliant, and Landys+Gyr and is 

rapidly expanding in emerging markets like India, Taiwan, and 

China. 

General Electric is focusing its research efforts towards clean 

energy including Smart Grid. In India, General Electric has 

collaborated with NDPL for improving energy and 

transmission efficiency. New Delhi Power Ltd (NDPL) is a 

joint venture between Tata Power and Delhi Government. 

NDPL have collaborated with GE for using various Smart 

Grid approaches for efficient distribution of electricity.  

HCL Info Systems, IT company in India providing hardware, 

software, and system integration services. It offers wide range 

of ICT products for the computing, storage, networking, 

security, telecom, imaging, and retail. HCL has partnered with 

Echelon (A Smart Grid product Development Company) for 

providing smart metering and network infrastructure services. 

It has also roped in Oncor as a client for its Smart Grid 

infrastructure services [15]. 

Infosys, Indian IT services company globally engaged with 

utility companies.. It has partnered with Itron to provide Itron 

customers Advance Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and Meter 

Data Management Services [6]. The company is part of the 

Cisco Smart Grid ecosystems. Infosys, along with C-STEP co-

developed report “Technology: Enabling Transformation of 

Power Distribution” for Ministry of Power, India and is 

associated with India’s Smart Grid Development Program.  

KEMA is energy consultancy and testing & certification 

global company. In India, KEMA is going to serve as 

knowledge partner to BESCOM (Bangalore Utility) for its 

Smart Grid project [8]. 

Landys+Gyr is provider for total metering solutions with 

operating presences in more than 30 countries. It provides 

products and services ranging from Smart Meters, Gas Meters, 

AMI, Smart Grid, Communication Technology, Heat Meters, 

Personalized Energy Displays, and IT services. In India, it has 

offices in Kolkata, Bangalore, and Noida. Recently Toshiba 

acquired Landys+Gyr for $2.3 billion making it one of the 

largest acquisitions in Smart Grid domain [14]. 

Schneider Electric is a leading organization in power 

generation, transmission and distribution. It boasts being the 

leader in Energy Management. It recently acquired the 

distribution branch of AREVA T&D, another French 

transmission and distribution Company, along with ALSTOM, 

a French major in Power Generation and Transport. The 

Company has moved from Smarter homes to Wiser homes 

where it integrates smarter home solution with the multimedia 

infrastructure in the home. In India, Schneider Electric is 

headquartered in Gurgaon and has four manufacturing plants 

and established its first global R&D Center in Bangalore, India 

[20]. 

Mahindra Satyam is a leading global business and 

information technology services company that leverages deep 

industry and functional expertise and leading technology 

practices with an advanced global delivery model to help 

clients transform their highest-value business processes and 

improve their business performance. The Group’s IT major 

recently launched Smart Grid Customer Demo Center in 

collaboration with Schneider Electric to simulate various smart 

grid technologies [6]. 

SIEMENS a company that provides integrated energy 

solutions to the energy value chain, starting from generation 

and transmission to distribution. The company plans to have 

order worth €6 billion from its present €1 billion in Smart Grid 

segment. Siemens has partnered with emerging startups e-

meter, BPL Global, and Viridity for its Smart Grid offerings 

and is engaged in various Smart Grid pilots across the world 

[8]. 

Telvent an IT solutions and business information services 

provider, it has partnered with Larsen and Toubro(L&T) for 

Smart Grid Projects in Maharashtra State Larsen & Toubro for 

USD 9.8 billion technology. It is one of the largest and most 

respected companies in India’s private sector [19]. 

Wipro has adopted reliability centric design approach in 

designing and development and ensured Standards-driven 

development. Its developed advanced Smart Meter has three-

phase Power-line and Wireless communication modes, 

Tamper detection, Service disconnect, Optimized memory 

footprint and On-board diagnostics features [21]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

India is a very large country with complex issues and many 

infrastructure challenges around a growing population that is 

expected to become the world’s largest by 2030, exceeding 1.5 

billion people. The Smart Grid represents an unprecedented 

opportunity to move the energy industry into a new era of 

reliability, availability, and efficiency that will contribute to 

our economic and environmental health. During the transition 

period, it will be critical to carry out testing, technology 

improvements, consumer education, development of standards 

and regulations, and information sharing between projects to 

ensure that the benefits projected on envision of the Smart 

Grid becomes a reality. The building blocks are being put in 

place in India for smart grids that will support a high level of 

renewable and electrification for all. The development of 

smart grids is essential if the global community is to achieve 

shared goals for energy security, economic development and 

climate change mitigation. However, Governments, the private 

sector, and consumer and environmental advocacy groups 

must work together to define electricity system needs and 

determine smart grid solutions. 
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